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ONE BASIC PROBLEM of differential topology is the following: Given two differentiable 
n-manifolds M and N, find conditions which are both necessary and sufficient for them to be 
diffeomorphic. A necessary condition is that they be combinatorially equivalent, so this we 
may assume. In [6], we obtained conditions of an algebraic nature which are sufficient for 
the existence of a diffeomorphism; in the present paper, we refine these conditions so as to 
make them necessary as well. This provides, in theory, a complete solution to the problem. 
Let f : M-+ N be a combinatorial equivalence. Then f is a piecewise-differentiable 
homeomorphism, and one way of attempting to construct a diffeomorphism of M onto N 
is to try to smoothfso as to make it differentiable. (A precise definition of what is meant 
by a smoothing offis given in 1.4.) The procedure, given in [6], is to carry out the smoothing 
process step-by-step. At each stage, the vanishing of a certain obstruction {i.,,&}, belonging 
to the homology group S,,,(M, Bd M; r,_,), is sufficient to allow one to carry out the 
next stage. 
The analogy with the theory of obstructions to extending continous functions is strong. 
Our notion of a smoothing of a combinatorial equivalencefplays the role which is normally 
played by an extension of a mapping; our notion of a deformation F takes the place of a 
homotopy between mappings; the dif/erence chain d,,,F appears as one would expect. These 
ideas are treated in $1. 
Continuing the analogy, we define in $2 certain homology homomorphisms Ai. 
The homomorphism Ai lowers dimension by i; 
AZ : Cj~j(M, Bd M ; rn-j+l> _ C’Zj(M, Bd M ; 1-n-j) ; 
and in general Ai+ 1 carries the kernel of Ai into the cokernel of Ai. These homomorphisms 
are diffeomorphism invariants of M, but not, as far as we know, topological invariants. (Use 
of script 2 implies that the homology groups are based on possibly-infinite chains, with the 
coefficients twisted if M is non-orientable. Ti denotes the group of orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphisms of S’-‘, modulo those extendable to diffeomorphisms of the ball B’.) 
t This work was supported by the U.S. Amy Research Office (Durham). 
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The main result of this section is the following: Let f : M+ N be a combinatorial 
equivalence. At each stage of the smoothing process, the vanishing of the class of Z.,,&, in 
(... (X,,,(M, Ed M ; r,_,)/image AZ)/ . ..)jimage A,-, 
is both necessary and sufficient to allow us to carry out the next stage. This class depends 
only onf, not on the particular choices made during the smoothing process; we denote it 
by Q(f). 
In 93 we analyze the extent to which O,(f) depends on the choice of the combinatorial 
equivalence f. Given two combinatorial equivalences of A4 with itself, we define what we 
mean by a combinatorial deformation between them; and we let B(M) denote the group 
of these combinatorial deformation classes. (B(M) is isomorphic with the group B(K) of 
weak piecewise-linear isotopy classes of piecewise-linear homeomorphisms of K, where K 
is any complex smoothly triangulating M.) We then define a homomorphism p,,, carrying a 
subgroup of B(M) into 
(. . . (&‘“,(M, Bd M ; r,y,,)/image A*)/ . ..)/image A,_, 
by the equation b,,,(f) = O,(f). The map fin is defined on all of B(M), and in general the 
domain of P,,, is the kernel of fi,,,+r . 
The main result of this section states the following: Suppose for some combinatorial 
equivalence f : M + i?, m stages of the smoothing process may be carried out, so that S,(f) 
is defined. Its class modulo the image of +,,, is independent of the choice off; we denote it by 
B,(M, N). The vanishing of the classes O,(M, N) form >= 0 is both necessary and sufficient 
for the existence of a diffeomorphism of M onto N. 
In $4 we apply our theory to the case M = S’ x Rj, where i <j. Using a result of 
Milnor and Mazur, we show that 
B(S’ x R’)/~o(S’ X R’) N Ti, 
where S,(S’ x Rj) consists of those combinatorial equivalences which are smoothable to 
diffeomorphisms. 
$1. SMOOTHINGS AND DEFORMATIONS 
We assume the definitions and results of [6], with a few modifications: First, we restrict 
ourselves throughout to the C” case. 
Second, we relax slightly the requirements for a map to be a diffeomorphism mop L. 
Recalling the definition in [6], let L be a closed subset of M which is smoothly triangulated 
i.n such a way that a triangulation of L n Bd M is induced. The homeomorphism f : M -+ N 
is said to be a diffeomorphism mod L if (1) f I(M - L) is a diffeomorphism, (2) f is C” non: 
degenerate on each simplex of L, and (3) f satisfies certain smoothness conditions (2.2 of [6]) 
near each simplex of L. In the present’paper, we allow the triangulation of L to be obtained 
from a rectilinear cell complex rather than a simplicial complex. All the constructions and 
theorems of [6] hold under this new hypothesis; the proofs go through without change. 
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Proof Let r&F and rII.,,J denote the restrictions of i.,F to L, x R; and L, x R:, 
respectively. Then r,I.,F is carried by cells of the form brn- ’ x b - l,j], for j 5 - K, and 
the coefficient of r,i.,F on such a cell equals the coefficient of A,_& on am-‘. This follows 
immediately from the definition, using the fact that F equals the trivial extension off0 on 
A4 x R; . This leads to the formula 
where 2 . 1s the fundamental cycle of R; mod BdR, . Since A,,,_& is a cycle, dr,l,F = 
(A,-IfO) x (-K). Similarly, dr,A,F = -(&,,_lfi) x (K). Now L,,,F = r,l,F + r&F + 
r,&,F; since i.,F is a cycle, we have the equation 
0 = @,,F = [(I.,_rfe) x (-K)] + drA,F - [(E.,_,f,) x K], 
as desired. 
DEFINITION (1.3). Let F be a deformation mod 9, where 9’ is a subcomplex of the trivial 
complex L x R. Let R be the projection of L x R onto L; since it is cellular, there is a natural 
induced chain map n, . We dejne the difference chain d,,,F by the equation 
d,F = rt#rA,F ; 
it is an element of %‘:,(L, L A Bd M; r,_,+, ). The preceding theorem implies that 
a(dz) = n,-,fi - A,-rfo. 
DEFINITION (1.4). Let f : M---t N be a dtfiomorphism mod L; let fi : M + N be a 
difleomorphism mod a subcomplex L, of L, which equals f on L, . We say fi is a smoothing of 
f if there is a deformation F mod (L x R-) v (L, x R+) between f and,f, which equals the 
trivial extension off on all of L, x R. 
Without loss of generality, the deformation F may be required to satisfy the additional 
condition that it equal the trivial extension off on all of M x R- ; we will call such a defor- 
mation a strong deformation between f and fi . 
To prove this, choose K so that F is trivial outside M x [-K, K]. Let FO(x, t) = 
F(x, t - K); then F,, is a deformation mod Y = Y, u (L x [0, K]), where Ye = 
(L x R-) u (L, x R+). Since Yip, is a deformation retract of 9, we may apply (5.1) to 
obtain FI , a deformation mod Ye. Given a neighborhood of (L -L,) x (0, K], FI may be 
chosen to agree with F, outside this neighborhood. In particular, we may choose FI to 
agree with F0 on 9, and on M x R-. FL is the desired strong deformation. 
LEMMA (1.5). The relation “is a smoothing of” is transitire. 
Proof Let fi be a smoothing off, as in (1.4), and suppose fO is a diffeomorphism mod 
L, which is a smoothing offi. The composite deformation G between f and fO will be a 
deformation mod Y = 9, u (L, x [0, K]), where 9, = (L x R-) u (L, x R+). Lemma 
(5.1) may be applied to construct the desired deformation mod _YO. 
THEOREM (1.6). Let f : M -+ N be a difleomorphism mod L, where L has dimension m. 
IffI’ is a smoothing off, then A,f = &,,fl . Concersely, if &,,f = 0, there exists a smoothing of 
f which is a dtfeomorphism mod Lm-l, the m - 1 skeleton of L. 
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Since each of the cells appearing in the first term of this sum is degenerate under II, d,,,H = 
a&, x 0) = cm. 
THEOREM (1.8). Let f be a diffeomorphism mod L, where L has dimension m. Suppose f 
may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism f’ mod L, , a subcomplex of L of dimension p < m. 
Then there is a sequence f, fm_l , . . . , f,, f’ of maps, each of which is a smoothing of the 
preceding one, such that fj is a diffeomorphism mod Lj for each j. 
Proof: It will suffice to prove that the existence of a smoothing f,, _ , ofj; of whichf’ is a 
smoothing; the rest follows by induction. 
By Theorem (1.6), there is a diffeomorphism fi_, mod L”-’ which is a smoothing off: 
Since both f’ and fA_ 1 are smoothings off, there is a composite deformation between f& i 
and f’ which is a deformation mod .%‘e u (L x [0, K]), where .Ye = (L”-’ x R-) u 
(L, x R+), for some K. Applying (5.1), we may obtain a deformation );mod Y, u (L x 0) 
between fA_ l and f ‘; it will equal the trivial extension off on this complex. Let c,,, = -d,JT 
By Lemma (1.7), there is a strong deformation H : M x R -+ M x R between I con- 
sidered as a diffeomorphism mod L and a diffeomorphism h,_, mod L”-‘, such that 
d,,,H = c,. Let fm_l = f;-lh,_l. 
Note that f,-i is a smoothing off: If F’ is the strong deformation between f and 
fA_ 1 , then F’H will be a strong deformation between f and f,- I . 
Now FH is a deformation mod Y, u (L x 0) between f ‘I = f’ and f,_l. Furthermore, 
L,(FH)I(L x 0) = d,,,(FH) x 0, and similarly for &,,F and I,H. Since A,(FH) = A,,$ + A,H, 
I,(FH)I(L x 0) = (d,,,F + d,,,H) x 0 = 0. Hence FH may be redefined in a neighborhood of 
the open m-cells of L x 0 so as to be differentiable there; we thus obtain a deformation G 
mod (L, x R-) u (Lmvl x R+) between f’ and fm_, , which equals the trivial extension of 
f on this complex. Hence-f’ is a smoothing off,_, . 
LEMMA (1.9). Let H be a strong deformation between the diffomorphism I, mod the 
m-dimensional complex L and a diffeomorphism h, _ 1 modL”- ‘. Then h, _ 1 may be smoothed 
to the diffeomorphism h’ mod the m - i dimensional subcomplex L, if and only z$ there is a 
strong deformation Ho between I, and h’ such that d,,,H, = d,H. 
Proof: Suppose h,_, may be smoothed to h’. We suppose i > 1; the result is trivial 
otherwise. Applying (5.1) to the composite deformation between I, and h’, we obtain a 
strong deformation H,, mod (L x 0) u (L, x R+) between I, and h’. Since Ho equals H 
in a neighborhood of each m-cell of L x 0, d,,,H, = d,,,H. 
Conversely, suppose the deformation Ho exists. Let H(x, t) = H(x, -t). Then 
d,,,R = -d,H, because orientation has been reversed. As in the preceding proof, we may 
smooth l?HO in a neighborhood of the open m-simplices of L x 0, obtaining a deformation 
mod (Lm-’ x R-) u (L, x R+) which equals the identity on this complex. Hence h’ is a 
smoothing of h,_ 1 . 
$2. THE HOMOMORPHISMS At 
Choose a smooth triangulation of M; throughout this section let L denote M itself 
considered as the complex determined by this triangulation. L” is the m-skeleton. 
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We shall define Ai for i 2 1 as a homomorphism lowering dimension by i, such that 
A, : ~m~mw, hi L ; I-,-,+,, - ~,z& m L ; r,-,> 
and 
Ai+ 1 : kernel Ai ---+ cokernrl Ai, for i 2 1. 
The homomorphism Ai is just the boundary operator d, so that the domain of Ai for i > 1 
lies in the group of cycles, and its image lies in the group 
(... (x,&?“,(L., Bd L ; l-,-,)/image Al)/ . ..)jimage Ai_i 
We prove that Ai carries bounding cycles into 0, so that for i > 1, it induces a homomorphism 
on the homology level, which is also denoted by Ai. If h is a diffeomorphism of M, Ai 
commutes with the induced homology isomorphism h,. 
DEFINITION (2.1). Let I, denote I : M -+ &I considered as a d$eomorphism mod an 
m-dimensional subcomplex L, ; let h,_ i be any smoothing of 1, which is a d~~eomorphism od 
an m - i dimensional subcomplex L,_ i of L,. Let H be a strong deformation between 
1, and h,_i; H is a deformation mod (L, x 0) v (L,_, x R+). Assuming Al, . . . . Ai- are 
well-defined homomorphisms, dejne A,(cl,H) to be equal to the class of I.,_ Jl,,,_ i in 
(... (S,_i(L, Bd L; r,_,+i))/image Ai)/ . ..)jimage Ai_i. 
THEOREM (2.2). Ai is a well-de$ned homomorphism bvhose domain is a subgroup of 
V,(L, Bd L; r,_,,,), for each m; it carries bounding cycles into zero. 
Proof. (1) We may assume L,, and L,,_ i are the m and m - i skeletons of L, respectively. 
For let 1; denote the identity considered as a diffeomorphism mod L”. Let H’ be a strong 
deformation between zh and a diffeomorphism hL_, mod Lm-’ such that d,H’ = d,,,H. 
From the construction of H’, given in (1.7), one sees that it is also a strong deformation 
between I, and h,_ 1, where the latter denotes hL_ 1 considered as a diffeomorphism mod the 
m - 1 skeleton of L,. (It equals the identity near all the extra simplices.) It follows from 
(1.9) that h,,_ 1 may be smoothed to h,_ i . Since h,_. 1 is a smoothing of hk- 1 (trivially!), 
the latter may also be smoothed to h,_i . Now by (1.8), there is a sequence rk, hh_ 1, 
/1;- 2 3 ..‘, h6_i, h,_i, in which each map is a smoothing of the preceding one, and hJ is a 
diffeomorphism mod L’, for eachj. By (1.9) again, there is a strong deformation H” between 
1; and h&_i such that d,H” = d,H; and by (1.6), l.m_ih&_i = i.,_ih,_i. Hence we would 
obtain the same result if we replaced r,, h,_, , and H in the definition by I;, hh_i, and H”. 
(2) We now prove the theorem by induction, assuming L, = L” and L,,_i = Lm-‘. For 
i = 1, any chain c, appears as d,,,H for some H, by (1.7). Furthermore, by (1.3), 
Zd,H = i.,_,h,_l. Hence A, = 2. 
Suppose the theorem holds for A,, . . . . Ai_i. Let Hand h,_i be as in (2.1); let H’ 
and hh_, also satisfy the hypotheses of (2.1). Then H” = H-‘H’ is a strong deformation 
between I, and h,.!ihk_i, and dmH” = d,,,H’ - d,H. 
If Ai is well-defined, it is a homomorphism: Ai(dmH’ - d,,,H) = Ai(d,H”), which is 
represented by the chain &_i(h,JihA_J. But this chain equals %,_ih~_i - /Zm-ih,_i, by 
(3.8) of [6], which represents Ai(d,,,H’) - Ai(d,,,H). 
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To show Ai is well-defined, suppose d”H’ = d”H. Then d”H” = 0. Now H” is a 
deformation mod (L” x 0) u (Lmmi x R+) which equals the identity on this complex and 
on M x R-. Hence it may be also considered as a diffeomorphism mod 
(L”_’ x R-) u (L”’ x 0) u (L”_’ x Rf). 
Since i > 1, i.“H” = (d”H”) x 0, which vanishes. Hence H” may be smoothed in a neigh- 
borhood of the open m-cells ofL x 0, so that we obtain a deformation mod (L”-1 x R-) u 
(Lmwi x R+) between I,,_~ and h,!ih”_i, which equals the identity on this complex. It 
follows from (1.4) that there is a strong deformation H’” between I”_~ and h,‘ih6-i. Since 
by hypothesis Ai_, is well-defined, Ai_,(d”_,H”‘) has ~,_i(h,‘ih~_i) as a representative 
cycle. 
Now suppose c” is a boundary. Consider I: M x R -+ M x R as a diffeomorphism 
mod L” x 0. By (5.3) of [6], Zmay be redefined in a neighborhood of the open rn + 1 cells of 
L x 0, so as to obtain H’, a diffeomorphism mod L” x 0, such that l.“H’ - ]“I= c” x 0. 
Then H’ may be considered as a deformation mod (L” x R-) u (Lmmi x R+), since it equals 
the identity in a neighborhood of each open cell of this complex which lies outside L” x 0. 
Then H’ is a strong deformation between I” and I”_~; and dmH’ = c”. Hence Aic” has 
A”_ iI”_ i = 0 as a representative cycle. 
LEMMA (2.3). Let c” E W”(L, Bd L; r,_,,+,); suppose Aicm is dejned and has a”- i as a 
representatice cycle. There is a strong deformation H, betbveen the diffeomorphism I” mod 
L” and a difleomorphism h”_ i mod L”- i, such that d”H, = c” and 2”_ih”_i = a”_,. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on i. If i = 1, the theorem is trivial, since Arc” has 
only one representative cycle. Suppose it is true for A,, . . . . A,_r . 
Let H be a strong deformation between I, and a diffeomorphism h”_, mod L”-I, such 
that d”H = c” (by 1.7). Since AiC” is defined, Lemma (1.9) implies that h”_, may be 
smoothed to a diffeomorphism hL_i mod Lmmi, and that l”_ihk_i is a representative cycle 
for Aic”. Let H’ denote the strong deformation between h”_, and h~_i. NOW a”_; - 
3.“_ih~_iisarepresentativecycleforAi_1b”_1,forsomeb”_,in~”_,(L, BdL; I-“-“+J. By 
the induction hypothesis, there is a strong deformation H” between the diffeomorphism 
I”_~ mod L”-’ and a diffeomorphism hG_, mod L”-‘, suchthat%“_ih~_i=a,_i-I.“-ihh_i. 
The composite H’H” is a strong deformation between h”_lz”-l = h”_, , and hk-ih;-i = 
h”_ i. Then h”_ i is a smoothing of h”_., , and A”_ ih”_i = a”_i. The existence of Ho then 
follows from (1.9). 
DEFINITION (2.4). Let fm : M + N be a diffeomorphism mod L” which is smoothable to a 
diffeomorphism f”_i mod Lmei, i 1 1. Then the class of i.,_ifm_i in 
(... (JY”_~(L, Bd L ; lYn_“+i)/image AZ)/ . ..)/image Ai 
is called the obstruction class off” in dimension m - i; it is denoted by O”-i(f”). The class 
depends only on f” and L, not on the choice of the smoothing f”-i: 
Let F be a strong deformation between f” and f”_i; let F’ be a strong deformation 
between f” and f~_i. They are deformations mod Y = (L” x R-) u (L”-i x Rf) and 
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agree on this complex; hence the composite P-r&” is also a deformation mod 9. In fact, 
F-‘F’is a strong deformation between the diffeomorphism I, mod L” andf;_iifA_ir so that 
L,_ifk_i - L,_i_~,_i is a representative cycle for A,(d,,,F-‘F’). 
THEOREM (2.5). Let f, : M -+ iV be a difleomorphism mod L”. Then f, is smoothable to a 
difleomorphism mod an m - i - 1 dimensional subcomplex of L if and only if S,,,_,u,) is 
defined and equals 0. 
Proof. Suppose f, is smoothable to such a map f,_i-i . By (1.Q there is a diffeo- 
morphismf,_, mod Lm-’ which is a smoothing off, and hasf,_,_i as a smoothing. Then 
O,_i(f,,) has L,_ifm_i as a representative cycle; by (1.6), this cycle vanishes. 
Conversely, suppose O,_i(f,) = 0. The fact that S,_,(f,) is defined means thatf,, is 
smoothable to a diffeomorphismf,,_, mod L”-‘; let F be the strong deformation betweenf, 
and f,-i. Since O,_,cf,) = 0, ~.m-if,-i is a representative cycle for Aib,, for some 
6, E %?,,,(L, Bd L; r,_,+,). By (2.4), there is a strong deformation H,, between I, and a 
diffeomorphism /I,,,_ i mod LmVi, such that ~m-ih,_i = ;C,,,_if,_i. Then FH;’ is a strong 
deformation between fm and f,_.,/~,?~ =fd_i, so that fA_i is a smoothing off,. Since 
1,_ifd_i = 0, it may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism mod Lmmi-‘. 
COROLLARY (2.6). The domain of Ai is the kernel of Ai_I. 
Proof. Given a chain c,, let H and h,_, be as in (1.9), with d,,,H = c,. It follows that 
AiC, is defined if and only if On,_i(h,,,_l) is defined, and that they are equal. Our result then 
follows from the preceding theorem. 
THEOREM (2.7). Let L and J denote M considered as a complex under two smooth triangu- 
lations. Then the homomorphisms Ai for i > 1 commute with the isomorphism 
I, : .#“(L, Bd L ; I-) -S,,,(J, Bd J ; 1-) 
induced by L : M + M. 
Proof. By (5.8), there is a smooth triangulation of M x R of the form 
(L x RJ u f u (J x R:). 
Let c, E %‘,,,(L, Bd L; I-,_,+,) be a chain such that Aic, is defined; let H be a strong 
deformation between the diffeomorphism I,,, mod L” and a diffeomorphism h,,_ i mod L”-’ 
such that d,,,H = c,. Since i >= 2, c, is a cycle. Let b,, E ?Z’,,,(J, Bd J, r,_,+,) be a represen- 
tative cycle for z*({c,}). Let H’ be a strong deformation between the diffeomorphism zh 
mod J” and a diffeomorphism hk_, mod J”-’ such that d,,,H’ = b,. 
We prove that hk_, may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism /I;_~ mod JmMi, such that 
~*{i.,,,_~h,,-~} = {&,_ih~_l}. Using the definition of Ai and (2.3), our result follows. 
Define 
H,(x, t) = H(x, - 1 -t) 
H;(x, t) = H’(x, - 1+ t). 
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Note that d,,,H; = d,,,H’, but d,,,H, = -d,,,H, because orientation has been reversed. Since 
the composite Hi HI equals the identity on M x [ - 1, 11, it may be considered as a deforma- 
tion mod 
@m-i x R;) u f” u (P-l x R:). 
Furthermore, the restriction of ,$,,(H; H,) to 8p equals 
(A,H;) x (1) + (&HI) x (-1) = (6, x 1) - (c, x (-I)), 
which is a cycle on 9 and is homologous to zero on f. The theorem now reduces to 
Lemma (2.8). 
Remark. Using the preceding theorem, it is straightforward to show that if h : M + N 
is a diffeomorphism, then the operations Ai commute with h, . 
LEMMA (2.8). Let Y denote M x R consideredas a complex under a smooth triangulation; 
suppose 9 is of the form 
(L x R;) u f u (J x R,+). 
Let F: M x R + N x R be a deformation mod 
(Lp x R;) u f” u (.I”_ 1 x R:) 
between f, and gm_l(P < m - 1; m 5 n), such that the restriction ri.2 of &,F to f is a cycle 
homologous to zero on f. Then gm _ 1 may be smoothed to a dtfleomorphism gp mod Jp such that 
I # Apfp = Apgp , ivhere I # is a chain map induced by t : IL/ -+ jJ/. 
Proof. Let x be the projection off onto its top face, J x K. Let TC,+ be an induced chain 
map carrying the chains of f mod f n (Bd M x R) into those of J x K mod Bd J x K, which 
acts as the identity on chains of J x K. Then rr# carries chains of L x (-K) into chains of 
J x K and is a chain approximation to the identity. Hence it will suffice to smooth g,,,_r to 
gp in such a way that ‘IS(dpfp x (-K)) = lpgp x K. 
We proceed by induction on m - p. By (1.2), 
0 = &i,F = (II,_ 1 gm_ 1) x K. 
Hence gm_r may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism gm_2 mod LmV2. Using (5.1), we may 
modify the composite deformation between f, and g,,,_ 2 so as to obtain a deformation F’ mod 
(Lp x R,) u f” u (Jm-* x R:) 
between f, and gm _ 2. The composite deformation equalled F in a neighborhood of 8; 
hence F’ equals F in a neighborhood of each open m-simplex of f. Hence rl,F’ = rA,,F. 
But r&F’ = A,$‘, so 1.2’ is homologous to zero on f, by hypothesis. 
We now apply (5.2), if m < n, to conclude that F’ may be redefined in a neighborhood 
of fl as to obtain a deformation P” mod 
Y = (Lp x R;) u grn-l u (Jm-2 x R:) 
between& and g,,,_2 . (If m = n, we merely set F” = F’.) 
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Let b,_, x x denote the chain x#(ri,_,F”) of J x JC. Let H: M x R -+ M x R be a 
strong deformation between the diffeomorphism I,,,-~ mod J”-’ and a diffeomorphism 
h,_, mod Jm-2 such that d,_,H = -b,_, . Let HO(x, t) = H(x, t - x). The composite 
F”’ = F”H, is then a deformation mod _Y between& and gm-zh,_2 = gh-2. Furthermore, 
ri,_ ,(F”‘) = t-i.,_ ,F” + (d,_ ,H,) x h’ = (1 - rrC#)ri,_ ,F” 
so that rr#rI.m_lF“’ = 0. We remark that since gm_2 is a smoothing of gm-l, so is g;_?. 
In the case p = m - 2, our theorem follows: we take the equation 
Zr/l.,_,F”’ = E.,_2gk_2 x h’- l.,_zfp x (-K). 
and apply TI# to both sides. 
In the case p -C m - 2, we consider the cycle E.,_IF”. It is carried on f u (J x R’), so 
that ri, _,F” is a cycle off mod J x K. It follows by usual chain-homotopy arguments that 
(1 - ~#)r&,_~F‘l’ bounds an m-chain off. Hence our induction hypothesis is satisfied by 
the map F”‘. As a result, gk_2 may be smoothed to the desired diffeomorphism gP mod Jp. 
Remark (2.9). The preceding theorem shows that the operations Ai are independent 
of the triangulation chosen, and hence Ai may be considered as carrying a subgroup of 
Z”,(M; I-,_,+,) into a quotient of Xm_,(M; I-._ ,,,+ J. Thus iff, is a diffeomorphism mod 
L” and f,_i is a smoothing of it, we may without ambiguity consider O,_,(f,) as belonging 
to a quotient of the homology of M, rather than that of L. This we shall do from now on. 
93. THE GROUP p(M) 
Throughout this section, let J and L denote M itself considered as a complex under a 
smooth triangulation. 
DEFINITION (3.1). Let g(M, N) denote the set of all combinatorial deformation classes 
of combinatorial equivalences of M with N. We note the folIowing: Let f be a combina- 
torial equivalence relative to L; if L’ is a subdivision of L, then cf, L) and (f, L’) belong to 
the same combinatorial deformation class. This is merely a matter of extending a sub- 
division of K x 0 to a subdivision of K x 1, without altering K x 1. 
THEOREM (3.2). Let F: M x R + N x R be a combinatorial deformation between the 
combinatorial equivalences (f, L) and (g, J). If el ‘th er one of S,(f) or 8,(g) is defined, so is the 
other, and they are equal. 
Proof. For some K, F is a combinatorial equivalence relative to Y = (L x R;) u 
f u (J x R:). Suppose S,cf) is defined, so that f may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism f, 
mod Lp. Let Fl be the strong deformation between f and f,. We define I;, : M x R + 
N x R by the equations 
F,(x, t) = F,(x, -t - 2~) for t $ -K 
= F(x, t) for t 2 - 2~. 
Then F, is a deformation mod 
(P x RJ u j1 u (Y-l x R:), 
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between f, and the combinatorial equivalence g = gn_r . Here fl is the complex 
Y n (M x [--2rc, K]). The hypotheses of (2.8) are satisfied, for d,F? has coefficients in To 
and thus vanishes. Our theorem follows. 
DEFINITION (3.3). We define a function carrying .Y(M, N) x B(N, P) into 9(M, P) as 
folI0w.s: 
Let f: M-, N be a combinatorial equicalence relatice to L, and let g : N -+ P be a com- 
binatorial eqtricalence relatice to J. Let f carry L isomorphically onto J. Then the composite 
map gf is a combinatorial equiralence relative to L. We show first that its combinatorial 
deformation class depends only on the classes of g and f; we then show that this function 
is defined on all of P(M, N) x P(N, P). 
(1) Let F: M x R + N x R be a combinatorial deformation between fO and fi , where 
fj is a combinatorial equivalence relative to Lj (j = 0, 1). Similarly, let G be a combinatorial 
deformation relative to 3’ between go and gr , where gj is a combinatorial equivalence 
relative to Jj. Let fj carry Lj isomorphically onto Jj. We wish to obtain a combinatorial 
deformation between gOfO and gr fi . 
Let h, : K + M x R and h, : K + N x R be the smooth triangulations such that 
F = h,h,‘. By (5.Q there is a triangulation hi : K’+ N x R such that hi equals h, , and 
K’ equals K, outside A4 x [-K, K], for some K, and such that hi carries each simplex of 
K’ linearly into a simplex of 3’. Then GF’ is the desired combinatorial deformation, where 
F’=h;h,‘. 
(2) Let f : M+ N be a combinatorial equivalence relative to L; let g : N + P be a 
combinatorial equivalence relative to J. This means there is a complex K and triangulations 
h, : K+ M and h, : K+ N such that L is the complex h,(K) and f = h,h;l. 
By (5.5) and (5.6), there is a subdivision K’ of K and a triangulation hi : K’ + N of N 
such that hi : K’ --) J is linear; and there is an isotopy H,(x) : K’ x R + N which is smooth 
on each set c x R (c a cell of K’), such that H, is a triangulation for each t, H, = hi for 
tgl, and h,=hl for tS0. The map F:Mx R + N x R defined by the equation 
F(x, t) = (H,h,‘(x), t) is then a combinatorial deformation between (f, L’) and (f’, L’), 
where f’ = h;h,’ and L’ = h&C). Then f’ is an isomorphism of K’ with a subdivision 
J’ of J, so the composition of cf’, h,(K’)) and (g, J’) is a combinatorial equivalence, as 
desired. 
DEFINITION (3.4). Let 9(M) denote 9(M, M). Composition of maps induces a well- 
defined operation on P(M) which makes it a group. The only thing that needs checking is 
the existence of an identity; the possible difficulty arises from the fact that if I : M-+ A4 
is the identity map, the combinatorial equivalence (2, L) is different from the combinatorial 
equivalence (I, J). However, they may be connected by a combinatorial deformation. For 
in view of (5.8), there is a complex covering A4 x R which is of the form 
(L x RF) u f u (J x R:). 
The identity map of M x R is a combinatorial equivalence relative to this complex. 
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DEFINITION(~.~). Assume theh~~othesesof(3.2), with M = N = P. Iff may be smoothed 
to a dtfeomorphism f, mod the m-skeleton of L, and g may be smoothed to a dtyeomorphism 
g,,, mod the m-skeleton of J, then g,f, is a smoothing of gf (To prove this, simply take the 
composite of the two strong deformations involved.) Norm S,(gf) has A,(g,f,) = 
%,g, + i.,f,, as a representatire cycle, so that by (3.1), the equation 
defines a homomorphism km of a subgroup of B(M) into 
(.., (Z’,,,(M, Bd M ; m-J/image AZ)/ . ..)/image A,_,,,. 
By (2.5), the domain of/L,,, is precisely the kernel of #&+i, which we denote by P,+,(M). 
We remark that the series 
P(M) = P,_,(M) 3 Q,+(M) 3 . . . 2 B,(M) 
is normal and the quotient groups are abelian, since Pm induces a monomorphism of 
Y,+,(M)/9,(M) into an abelian group. P’,(M) consists of those combinatorial equivalences 
smoothable to diffeomorphisms. If we let 9_,(M) denote the equivalence classes of all 
diffeomorphisms of M with itself, then B,(M) 3 g-i(M), since any diffeomorphism 
f : M+ M is both a combinatorial equivalence and a smoothing of itself. 
DEFINITION (3.6). Let M and N be combinatorially equicalent differentiable mantfolds, 
such that some combinatorial equivalence f : M -+ N may be smoothed to a dtfleomorphism 
fm mod the m-skeleton. We define 0,(&I, N) to be the class of O,(f) in 
(*) X,,,(M, Bd M ; In-J/image AJ . . . /image A,_,/image +,,,, 
This class is independent of the choice off, depending only on h4 and N: 
Let f and g be two combinatorial equivalences such that O,(j) and 8,(g) are defined. 
Since O,(g) remains unchanged if we alter g within its equivalence class, we may assume 
(by (3.2)) that the composite g- ‘f is a combinatorial equivalence. If g,,, is a smoothing of 
g, and fm is a smoothing ofj; then g,‘f, is a smoothing of g-‘f: It follows that B,(g-‘f) 
equals the class of &,,(g,lfm). Hence O.,(f) - B,(g) = S,(g-‘f) =;l,,,({g-‘f}). 
THEOREM (3.7). Let M and N be combinatorially equivalent differentiable mantfolds. 
Then O,_l(M, N) is defined if and only if 8,(&f, N) = 0 ; M and N are dtfiomorphic zf and 
only if O,(M, N) is defined and equals zero. 
Proof If t_9,,,_,(M, N) is defined, then O,_,(f) is defined, for some combinatorial 
equivalenceA whence 0’,(f) = 0, by (2.6). 
Conversely, let O,(M, N) = 0. Then for some combinatorial equivalence g : M-t N 
relative to a complex J, 0,,,(g) is defined and equals j,,,(h), for some combinatorial equiva- 
lence h : M + M. By (3.1) and (3.2), we may assume that h- ’ carries some complex L 
isomorphically onto a subdivision of J. Then gh -’ is a combinatorial equivalence, and 
Q(gh-‘) = O,(g) - 0,(h) = 0,(g) - Pm(h) = 0. Then gh -’ is a combinatorial equivalence 
which may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism mod L”-‘, so that O,_l(gh-‘) is defined. 
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If Oe(M, N) = 0, we apply the argument just given. O,(gK’) = 0, so that gh-’ may be 
smoothed to a diffeomorphism. Conversely, if there is a diffeomorphismfof M onto N,fis 
both a combinatorial equivalence and a smoothing of itself, so that 0e(M, N) = O,(f) = 0. 
Remark (3.8). Let h : K-+ h4 be a smooth triangulation, The preceding theorem shows 
that an upper bound on the number of distinct compatible differentiable structures on K 
is the product of the orders of the groups (*) of (3.6). The extent to which this result is best 
possible is largely unknown. (See also the remark following (4.1).) 
Remark (3.9). Let K be a complex. Consider the group of piecewise-linear homeo- 
morphisms of K with itself, and introduce the equivalence relation of weak piecewise-linear 
isotopy. Let B(K) denote the group of equivalence classes; if M is a manifold smoothly 
triangulated by (K,h) then 9(M) is isomorphic with 9’(K): 
Given a piecewise-linear homeomorphism 4 : K + K we may define /I*({$}) to be the 
equivalence class of h$h-’ in P(M); h, is clearly a well-defined homomorphism. To show 
it is a monomorphism, suppose h4,h-1 and h&h-’ are connected by a combinatorial 
deformation F. In view of (1) of (3.3), they may be connected by a combinatorial deforma- 
tion F’ which may be composed with G to form a combinatorial equivalence, where 
G : M x R + A4 x R is the identity, considered as a combinatorial equivalence relative to 
the trivial triangulation h x 1 : K x R -+ M x R. Then (h x I)-‘(F’)(h x I) is the desired 
weak piecewise-linear isotopy. Similarly, it follows from (2) of (3.3) that h, is an epi- 
morphism. 
Remark (3.10). We wish to point out here the connection between our notion of 
smoothability and the notion of concordance [2]. Let h, : K + M and h, : K -+ N be smooth 
triangulations. We say that the triangulated manifolds (M, h, , K) and (N, h, , K) are con- 
cordant if there is a combinatorial deformation F between h,h;’ and a diffeomorphism g. 
[This is equivalent to the definition given by Hirsch: By [8], Hirsch’s definition is equivalent 
to requiring that the differentiable structures on K induced by h, and h, be the same as those 
induced by weakly isotopic smooth triangulations I<, , k, : K + P of some differentiable mani- 
fold P. If G : K x R --f P x R is the weak isotopy, then the composite (h,k;’ x r)G(h; ’ x I) 
js the desired combinatorial deformation. To prove the converse, let F, : L + A4 x R and 
Fz : L -+ N x R be smooth triangulations, where F,F;’ is a combinatorial deformation 
between h,h;’ and a diffeomorphism. By (5.5), we may assume L is a subdivision of K x R. 
Then Fl is the desired weak isotopy between smooth triangulations of P = M.] 
If (M, h, , K) and (N, h, , K) are concordant, it follows at once thatf= h,h;’ may be 
smoothed to the diffeomorphism g ; one applies (5. I) to obtain from F the desired deforma- 
tion mod L x R-, where L denotes the complex h,(K). The converse is unknown: 
Unsoloedproblem. Iffmay be smoothed to a diffeomorphism, mayfbe combinatorially 
deformed to a diffeomorphism? Said differently, is go(M) = p_,(M)? 
A positive answer to this question would demonstrate the complete equivalence between 
our obstruction theory and Hirsch’s [2]; in particular, it would enable one to interpret the 
class S,,,(J) as the obstruction to the existence of a concordance. For the present, the 
implication goes in only one direction. To obtain exact concordance theorems, as we do in 
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[4], this theory will give non-concordance results, but the existence of concordances must be 
demonstrated directly. 
$4. AN APPLICATION TO THE GROUP 9(si x Rj) 
The results of the preceding section serve in some sense to algebraize our underlying 
problem, that of determining whether two compatible differentiable structures on a com- 
binatorial manifold are diffeomorphic or not. In order to obtain specific answers, it will be 
necessary to compute the homomorphisms Ai and //,,, . The Ai will be discussed more fully 
elsewhere [4], where it will be shown that in some circumstances AZ may be interpreted as 
the dual of Sq’. For the present, we content ourselves with an application in which all the 
Ai vanish. 
THEOREM (4.1). Let M be a non-bounded rlifferentiable n-manifold. Let p be a point of 
M; let y E IY,. There is a dlferentiable manifold IV, a combinatorial equicalence f : M--t N, 
and a smoothing f0 off which is a difjeomorphism mod p such that i., f0 = yp. 
Proof. Let 4 : S”-’ -+ 57-l be a diffeomorphism representing --y. Let $ : R” -+ A4 be 
an imbedding; let B” be the unit ball in R”; let p = $(O). We form N from R” - 0 and M - p 
by identifying x in R” - 0 with q(x) in M - p, where C$ is the radial extension of 4. It is 
shown in (1.4) of [4] that there is a combinatorial equivalence f: M-t N which equals the 
identity on M - $Q”), and thus is a diffeomorphism on this set. This means that the 
obstructions to smoothing f are carried on the ball $(B”), which is contractible. Hence the 
map f may be smoothed to a diffeomorphism f, mod p; _fO will equal f outside a small 
neighborhood of $(B”) (see (5.1)). Now %,fO is computed by choosing coordinate systems 
about p and JO(p), referring f0 to these coordinate systems, and computing the class in 
I, of the restriction off0 to a sphere about the point of singularity. We take the coordinate 
system II/ on M, and the natural coordinate system I : R” + IV. We consider the composite 
I-fr,$, restricted to a sphere slightly larger than B”. The identifications involved in con- 
structing N show that ~-‘f,$ = ~-‘f$ = $-’ when restricted to this sphere, so that &,fb 
is the chain yp. 
Remark (4.2). The preceding theorem shows that given any element of Z’JM, Bd M; r,): 
it may be realized as the obstruction to smoothing a combinatorial equivalence f: M-+ N 
for some differentiable manifold N. The question as to whether this is true for higher- 
dimensional homology classes-elements of Z”,(M, Bd M; I,_,)-seems both fundamental 
and very difficult. It follows readily from the preceding construction that if z is the funda- 
mental cycle of an m-manifold P imbedded in M with trivial normal bundle, then the 
homology class represented by ye may be so realized, but to our knowledge, nothing else is 
known. 
THEOREM (4.3). If i <j, 
.9(S’ x Ri)/BO(Si x R’) N Ti. 
Proof. Let M = S’ x Rj; let n = i + j. Now Z,(M; r,_,,+ 1) = 0 unless /II = j, so that 
all the homomorphisms Ai vanish, for i >= 2. Consider the sequence 
Y(M) = 9’,-3(M) 3 . . 2 P’o(M). 
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Since I,,, : 9’,(M)/.9’,_,(M) + :%,(M; r,_,) is a monomorphism, there is also a mono- 
morphism 
pj : 9yM)/B,(M) --+xj(~~f ; ri) N ri. 
To complete the proof, we need to show that bj is an epimorphism. 
Let y E ri . By (4. I), there is a manifold N and a combinatorial equivalencef : S’ + N 
which is smoothable to a diffeomorphism& mod p, such that E.&e = yp. Then the trivial 
extension (f x I) : S’ x Rj -+ N x Rj is a combinatorial equivalence, and& x I is a smooth- 
ing of it which is a diffeomorphism mcd p x Rj. Furthermore, nj(fo x I) = yz, where z is 
the fundamental cycle of p x Rj. 
Now Mazur [I ] and Milnor (unpublished) have proved that if i <j, there is a diffeo- 
morphism g : N x Rj --t S’ x R j. Then g(f x z) is a combinatorial equivalence, g(fo x I) is 
a smoothing of it, and I.j(g(fo x 1)) = ij(fO x z) = yz. Then by definition, +,,,{g(fx I)} = 
{yz}, as desired. 
$5. APPENDIX 
The results of this section follow from the theorems and techniques of [6] and [7], and 
are independent of the rest of the paper; they are collected here for convenience. 
LEMMA (5.1). Letf: M + N be a dtfiomorphism mod L; let BdL denote L n Bd M. Let 
L, be a subcomplex of L such that 
3rj(~, L, u Ed L ; r,_j) = 0 
for all j. Then there is a diffeomorphism g mod L, of M onto N. Gicen a neighborhood U of 
L - L 0, and a positice continuous function 6(x) on M, g may be chosen to agree with f outside 
U, and to be a o-approximation to f 
Proof We proceed by induction on the dimension m of J = %e(L -L,); J is treated 
both as a complex and as a point-set. The induction hypothesis is that A,f]J= 0, and 
Zj(L, L, v Bd L; r._ j) = 0 for j < m. 
By Theorem (4.1) of [6], f may be redefined in a small neighborhood of the open 
m-simplices of J, so as to obtain a diffeomorphism f’ mod J”‘-’ u L, . A function &,_rf’ 
of the oriented m - 1 simplices of L - L, - Bd L is then defined as in (3.7) of [6] ; the proof 
in (5.6) of [6] extends immediately to prove that I,,,,_, f’ is a cycle modulo L, u BdL. 
Consider the identity i : M-+ M as a diffeomorphism mod J. By (5.3) of [6], it may be 
redefined in a neighborhood of the open m-simplices of J to obtain a diffeomorphism 
h,,,_, : M-+MmodJ”-‘,suchthatR,_,h,_, - i.,_,i- Zc,liesinJn BdMc BdL. Now 
h,_, is the identity in a neighborhood of L, - J. Hence h,_, may be considered as a 
diffeomorphism mod Jm-’ u Lo; it equals the identity on this complex. Hence the composite 
f’h,_l =f” is a diffeomorphism mod J”-’ u L,, and &_rfll= &,-lf’ + 2,-lh,_I is 
carried on L, . 
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The induction hypothesis is satisfied, since 1,_,f’]VI(L, - L,) = 0, letting L, = 
J”-’ u Lo, and 
Xj(Lr, Lo u Bd L, ; r,_j) =.XYj(L, Lo U Bd L; r,_j) = 0 
forj < m - 1. 
LEMMA (5.2). Let f : M + N be a dtfleomorphism mod L”, the m-skeleton of a complex L. 
If 2,f is homologous to zero in &‘,,,(L, Bd L; r,_,), there is a dtyeomorphism g : M -+ N mod 
L”-’ kvhich equals f outside a small neighborhood of the open m and m + 1 simplices of L. 
Proof Consider I : M-t M as a diffeomorphism mod L”. Choose a chain c,+i of L 
such that I.,f + &,+l lies in Bd L. Apply (5.3) of [6] to redefine I in a neighborhood of the 
open m simplices of L so as to obtain a diffeomorphism h, mod L”, such that A,h, - %,,,I -
%,I lies in Bd L. Then fh, is a diffeomorphism mod L” with A.,(fh,) = 0, so that g exists, 
by (5.2) of [6]. 
Note. For what follows, we adopt the terminology of Chapter II of [5]. Iff : K-, M is 
C” on each simplex of the simplicial complex K, and 6(x) is a positive continuous function 
on /K], we defined in (8.5) of [5] what is meant by a b-approximation g : K’ + M tof. The 
definition extends immediately to the case where K is a rectilinear cell complex and K’ is a 
subdivision of it. Also, the following theorem follows as in (8.8) of [5]: 
Let f : K + M be a C” imbedding; K a cell complex. There is a 6(x) > 0 such that if 
g : K’ + M is a &approximation to f, then g is an imbedding. Iff is a triangulation, then g is 
also, provided g carries Bd(Kj into Bd M. 
Let N,, . . . . N,,, be a collection of non-bounded submanifolds of the n-manifold M, 
lying in the interior of M. They are said to intersect transcersally if each x in Ni, n . . n Ni, 
has a coordinate neighborhood (U, h) in M such that for each k, h(U n Ni,) lies in a plane 
in R” whose dimension equals the dimension of Ni, . 
LEMMA (5.3). Let M be a non-bounded C’ submanifold of R”; let f : K-+ M and 
g : L --+ M be C’ imbeddings whose images are closed in M. Gicen 6(x) > 0, there are 
&approximations f’ : K’ + M and g’ : L’ -+ M to f and g respecticely, which intersect in a furl 
subcomplex, such that their union is a C’ imbedding. 
(a) If H is a subcomplex of L andf - ‘g is a linear isomorphism of H onto a subcomplex of 
K, then we may require that (f’)-‘g’ = f -lg on IHI. 
(b) Let N,, . . . . N,,, be non-bounded submantfolds of M which intersect transversally. 
If f and g carry subcomplexes K(‘) and L(” of K and L respectiaely into Ni , we may require f’ 
and g’ also to carry these subcomplexes into Ni, for each i. 
Proof This is a generalization of Theorem (10.4) of [5]; the proof given there requires 
only minor modifications. By a preliminary subdivision, we may assume K and L are 
simplicial and that J is a full subcomplex. We let A,, A,, . . denote the simplices of L not 
belonging to J. Then we alter the induction hypothesesis as follows: 
Suppose fi : Ki --* M and gi : Li + M are C’ imbeddings which are (1 - 1/2’)6(x) 
approximations to f and g, respectively; such that fi- lgi = f - ‘g on 1 HI. Suppose also that if 
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Ji denotes the subcomplex of& whose polytope is H v A, u . . . v iii, thenf, : Ki + M and 
gilJi intersect in a full subcomplex, and their union is a C’ imbedding. 
The proof then proceeds without change, and conclusion (a) holds. 
Conclusion (b) follows immediately, once one generalizes Exercise (9.8 (d)) of [5] to the 
following : “Let P, , . . . . P, be a finite number of planes in R”. Then Theorem (9.7) holds, 
with the additional conclusion that each simplex of K whichfcarries into one of the planes 
Pi is also carried by g into Pi .” 
LEMMA (5.4). Let f : K + M be a smooth triangulation of the non-bounded manifold M. 
Let g : L -+ M be a C’ imbedding, such that f - 'g is linear on the subcomplex H of L. Given 
S(x) > 0, there is a &approximation g’ : L’ + M to g such thatf -lg’ : L’ -+ K is linear and g’ 
agrees with g on j HI. Suppose ,f induces triangulations of the transrersally intersecting non- 
bounded submanffofokds Ni of M; if g carries subcomp/e.res L (i’ into the submanifolds N,, we 
may require g’ to do the same. (Image g is to be closed in M.) 
Proof. Sincef-‘g : H -+ K is linear, vve may assume that f -lg is a linear isomorphism 
of H with a subcomplex of K, since this may be obtained by a preliminary subdivision of 
K and L. Then we apply the preceding lemma to obtain &approximations f’ : K’ + M and 
g” : L’ --) M to f and g, respectively. If B is small enough,f’ : K’ + M will still be a triangula- 
tion. Then (f’)- ‘9” is defined on all of L’, is a linear isomorphism of L’ with a subcomplex 
of K’, and agrees with f -lg on 1 HI. Let g’ =f(f ‘)-lg” : L’ + M. Iff’ and g” are sufficiently 
good approximations to f and g, respectively, g’ will be a &approximation to g. 
THEOREM (5.5). Letf : K --+ M andg : L + M be smooth triangulations of the manifold M. 
GiGen 6(x) > 0, there is a &approximation g’ : L’ -+ M to g lrhich is a triangulation of M such 
that f -lg’ : L’ + K is linear. If f - ‘g is linear on the subcomplex H of L, we may require 
that g’ equal g on H. If f and g induce triangulations of the transcersally intersecting non- 
bounded submanifolds N, , . ., iVk of Int M, we may require that g’g-1 carry each Ni into 
itself. 
Proof. If M is non-bounded, this follows immediately from the preceding lemma. In 
the other case, consider the double of M, D(M), and triangulate it by the doubles of the 
triangulations f and g. Apply the theorem for the non-bounded case, adjoining the sub- 
manifold N, = Bd M to the collection. Then g’ will necessarily induce a triangulation of M. 
THEOREM (5.6). Let f: K + M be a smooth triangulation. There is a S(x) > 0 such that 
for any &approximation g : K’ -+ M to f which carries BdlKl into Bd M, there is a map 
f,(x) : IK( x R + M such that: 
(1) f,(x) i.y C” on the set c x R, for each cell c of K’. 
(2) f, : K’ -+ M is a smooth triangulation for each t. 
(3) f, = ffor t 5 0 andf, = g for t 2 1. 
Proof: The non-bounded case follows from Problem (10.9) of [5]. In the other case, we 
consider M as naturally imbedded in D(M), and apply the same construction to D(M). Let 
D(M) be imbedded in some RP. By (5.5) of [5], there is a C” retraction r of an open subset 
U of RP onto D(M); we may choose r so that the vector from x to r(x) is perpendicular to 
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O(M) at r(l). Let a(t) be a monotonic C” function which equals 1 for t 2 1 and 0 for 
t 5 0. Define 
h,(.u) = (1 - z(t))f(-u) + r(t)g(s) E RP 
for (x, t) E liyl x R. If d is small enough, h,(x) will lie in ci and we may define 
J;(.‘c) = r(h,(x)) E D(M). 
Again, if 6 is small enough, f, : K'+ D(M) is an imbedding for each t, so the only thing 
lacking is to make sure that,f, carries Bd/Kl into BdM. This will not be true in general, but it 
will hold automatically if we choose the imbedding of O(M) in RP carefully enough : 
Imbed BdM as a submanifold of some R4, and extend trivially to an imbedding of 
BdM x (-1, 1) in R4 x R = RqcL. Now Bd M x (- I, 1) may be identified with a neigh- 
borhood V of BdM in D(M). The techniques involved in proving the Whitney imbedding 
theorem (see (I .28) and (1.29) of [3]) may be used to construct an imbedding of D(M) in 
some RP =I Rq+’ which agrees with the imbedding of Yin some neighborhood of Bd M. This 
choice of the imbedding of D(M) ensures that r carries any line segment joining two points 
of BdM into Bd it/. It then follows that f, carries Bd K into Bd M, so that it is a triangu- 
lation of M. 
THEOREM (5.7). Let A be a closed subset of the manifold M. Let f : K+ hf be a smooth 
imbedding such that Int f (IKI) contains A. If K0 is a subcomplex ofK such that f / K, triangu- 
lates A, then f I K, may be extended to a triangulation of M. 
Proof Let U be a neighborhood of A whose closure lies in Intf(lKl). Let g : L+ 
M - 0 be a smooth triangulation. We may restrict g to a subcomplex L, so that g(I&l) 
will be closed in M and still contain the complement of Intf(lKI) in its interior. We may 
subdivide K finely enough, without changing K,, so that g(s3K0) lies in U. Then we apply 
(10.4) of [5] (using also Exercise (10.4 (b))) to obtain a triangulation of M. Using Exercise 
(10.4 (a)) of [5], we may so choose this triangulation that it is isomorphic toflKo on A. 
COROLLARY (5.8). Let f : K + M and g : L --f M be smooth triangulations qf M. There 
is a triangulation of M x R which is equivalent to the trivial extension off on M x R: and to 
the tririal extension of g on M x RF 
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